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Dr Loizou treats varicose veins, venous leg ulcers & spider veins					
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Successful treatment of abnormal vein conditions					
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Welcome to Vein Solutions
		





Vein Solutions Medical Clinics are solely dedicated to the minimally invasive treatment of spider veins, varicose veins, and venous leg ulcers.
We have 2 easy Melbourne locations in Kew (Phone: 03 9855 0990) which services the metropolitan area of Melbourne, and Narre Warren (phone: 03 8790 3352) – open Mondays & Wednesdays, which services Narre Warren South, Berwick, Hallam, Dandenong, Packenham, Cranbourne, Endeavour Hills, Warragul & surrounds.
						




















About Dr Louis Loizou
		





Dr Loizou is a Fellow of the Australasian College of Phlebology (ACP) which is the main credentialing body of Australasia.
Dr Loizou is a past Vice President and Honorary Secretary of the Australasian College of Phlebology.
The Australasian College of Phlebology (ACP) is the training and credentialing body for Phlebologists in Australia and New Zealand. The ACP holds an annual Scientific Meeting which has rapidly become acknowledged as one of the best phlebology scientific meetings in the world. Each meeting is blessed to have a large number
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If you require further information please contact us
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Kew
	
Location
Princess Towers, Level 2 Suite 203, 
1 Princess Street, Kew Victoria 3101


	
Phone: 
(03) 9855 0990
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Narre Warren
	
Location
103-109 Prospect Hill Road, 
Narre Warren, Victoria, 3805


	
Phone: 
(03) 8790 3352
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[image: Sarah Petru]
Sarah Petru02:27 30 Oct 23

Dr Lou is incredible!! I had a terrible and unsightly ulcer which he not only treated but virtually eradicated. He has a fantastic bedside manner easing any anxiety and I walked out feeling positive about my future and finally confident in my own skin again.Seriously look no further than Dr Lou.



[image: Maryann Perri]
Maryann Perri03:15 12 Sep 23

Dr Lou is a very dedicated, committed and passionate Doctor. I was very nervous to see him only because I'm a nurse and am very particular of who i see, but I'm sure glad i met this lovely man. He is very thorough, has excellent communication skills, is honest and above all, he actually cares about his patients and this i find is a rare trait. He is also very affordable. My legs look amazing and i couldn't be happier. I'm so happy and feel so brave that i took the time and investment to see Dr Lou and have no regrets. So to anyone who is anxious or fearful, please take my advice and see Dr Lou, with patience, trust and persistence, you will see the results, just as i did.



[image: Lisa Bruno]
Lisa Bruno05:03 07 Jun 23

I highly recommend Dr Lou.  I had a complex case and Dr Lou kept me informed and at ease throughout my various procedures.  He was calm, confident and always professional.



[image: Aiden T]
Aiden T23:01 22 Mar 23

Dr Loizou, is one of a kind doctor. It was a true blessing we were recommended to see him, after consultations with other doctors. My wife had an extreme case of varicose veins and looking back we think he was the best and only (Dr) option to permanently remove and get the result we were looking for. From the very first consultation, we found the doctor we wanted to proceed with. He took the time to educate us and ran through all the possible details. During the procedures he was amazing and created a much needed calmness in my wife. Pre and post procedures he was consistently informative, factual and understanding; not mention a really great character.If you have issues with your veins, do yourself a favour and just go direct toDr Loizou - if only there was more Doctors like him.Thank you Dr Loizou, we appreciate everything you have and will be doing in the future.



[image: Helen Papas]
Helen Papas09:17 08 Mar 23

Dr. Louis and the team at Vein Solutions were so nice and helpful during my recent treatment. Dr. Louis has a calming and reassuring nature in presenting all the facts regarding my procedure. This really helped put me at ease. The treatment worked out great and I'm delighted with the results. I couldn't recommend Vein Solution highly enough!



[image: Mary McArdle]
Mary McArdle12:41 25 Aug 22

Dr Loizou is a truly outstanding doctor. Not only is he highly skilled in his field, he is also incredibly calming, compassionate and kind. Dr Loizou explained procedures so clearly that I knew what to expect throughout the entire journey. He was quick to respond to any questions I had via email or call, which I was so grateful for. I had large, unsightly veins on my legs which are now completely gone. Dr Loizou genuinely cares about his patients and has their best interest at heart. Both Jan (reception) and Goran (anaesthetist) were also incredibly warm, kind and welcoming. I can’t recommend Vein Solutions enough. Amazing 👏🏼👏🏼👏🏼👏🏼👏🏼



[image: Daniel Dala]
Daniel Dala11:03 16 Aug 22

Dr Loizou was fantastic. Knowledgeable, friendly and highly skilled  - he is very understanding and takes the time to help with your issue. I had a varicose vein removal and the quality of care and service has been exceptional. Would recommend him to anyone!



[image: Donna Taylor]
Donna Taylor12:27 14 Aug 22

I  have been seeing Dr Lou since last year. He was recommended by my GP, my concerns  of the heavy spider veins on my feet especially the right foot. I didn’t think that spider veins were treatable.Dr Lou explained everything in great detail regarding the procedures  that l required for my varicose veins on both legs, and heavy spider veins on my feet. He ensured l understood each step. Provided a folder included information procedures that l required for treating the veins. He  highlighted all important points so l could refer to. He was so kind & patient  took time draw a detailed sketch on the back of my folder to ensure l understood. including the recovery process.He was clear regarding the cost.My first treatment, Dr Lou and his team were absolutely amazing, their friendly approach helped me relax. I was quite amaze the procedure was pretty much pain free.I am so looking forward to showing off my legs this summer, and most of all able to wear thongs and sandals in public which l have been covering for years. For that A BIG thank you Dr Lou, achieved results beyond my expectations.



[image: ANNA Fratino]
ANNA Fratino00:23 13 Jul 22

I met Dr Loizou about 5 years ago, he is the best ever! He takes time to explain things. Highly grateful for his experience & wide range of knowledge . He is very patient person who genuinely cares about his patients I would highly recommend Dr Louis he is so professional and caring, & his entire staff are wonderful. I would highly recommend  Dr Louis to anyone seeking a kind compassion vain specialist.



[image: Jenny Pavlev]
Jenny Pavlev02:42 06 May 22

I would highly recommend Dr Lou and his team at Vein solutions. He is highly skilled in his area and the approach he takes on treating varicose and spider veins are minimally invasive compared to other approaches I had researched. The procedure and recovery was beyond my expectations and I couldn’t be more happier to have my legs - that I felt were highly unsightly after 3 pregnancies - completely fixed and back to normal after only 3 visits. I also could not fault the kind Anaesthetist he works closely with (Goran); they make a fantastic team!



[image: Sophie Knowles]
Sophie Knowles00:05 17 Mar 22

I could not recommend Dr Lou and his team more highly. I had large varicose veins in my right leg which became painful and unsightly after two pregnancies and am extremely happy with the outcome post treatment. I’d previously visited another vein doctor for a consultation before coming across Dr Lou and can say my consultation with Dr Lou was far superior. Every interaction with Dr Lou and his team was professional, thorough and compassionate and I didn’t find the treatment or recovery painful at all!I will absolutely be coming back to see Dr Lou should I need vein treatment again in the future and have been recommending him to friends and family far and wide. Thank you Dr Lou and team.



[image: Fern Pitman]
Fern Pitman20:38 22 Aug 21

Dr Lou and his team make you extremely welcomed as soon as you walk through the door. I was in my 30s and had a very large varicose vein that ran up my whole leg, it was bulging out everywhere and always looked bruised, people would always ask what had i done to my leg. It also started to ache and get very itchy.  He come up with a plan that was done over 2 quick day surgerys and i was in and out in no time. Recovery was fairly quick with minimal pain.  Extremely happy with my end results!  For a top notch specialist I found his pricing to be very reasonable and was he always upfront with cost.



[image: David Shaw]
David Shaw00:17 11 Aug 21

The quality of care and service provided by Dr Loizou has been exceptional.  He has the patience and expertise to carefully and thoroughly explain the causes, issues, treatment options and recovery for the massive saphenous vein that was resulting in sensitivity, swelling and discomfort in my lower leg.  I could not be happier with the treatment or results from the procedures he provided.  I would highly recommend him to anyone looking for the best professional to work with them in providing vein solutions.



[image: Marion Mitchell]
Marion Mitchell02:01 19 Jul 21

I have almost finished my treatment with Dr Louis and am extremely pleased with the result.  Throughout the treatment Dr Louis was very caring and open about the treatment.  He explained clearly what was involved.  During the treatment her would talk to me about what he was doing and what to expect. I would email him with questions and he would respond immediately.  He was always very professional but a delight to be treated by.  I would have no hesitation in recommending him to anyone.  Indeed I have already recommended him to two people. Thank you Dr Louis.



[image: Lesley Woodhall]
Lesley Woodhall09:42 18 Jun 21

Well after 18 years I’ve come back to Dr Louis for some more treatments on my legs. I can honestly say he is and always will be the best at his profession… such a lovely friendly man that makes you feel so comfortable and explains everything he’s going to do while treating you. So glad he is still working in this profession. So highly recommended.



[image: Rita Sanderson]
Rita Sanderson22:47 09 Jun 21

Dr Loizou was lovely to deal with.  He was very professional, thorough in his explanations and always provided opportunities for questions. I am very happy with the result.  Would certainly recommend.



[image: angelicaaltaf]
angelicaaltaf08:47 26 May 21

Dr Loizou is wonderful to deal with, he takes time to explain the procedures and results. He offers a highly professional service and I recommend his business to anyone in need of vein solutions.



[image: Soula Tsekouras]
Soula Tsekouras09:14 24 Mar 21

After finally making the decision to have some very tricky veins removed from both my legs I could not be happier with the final results. From the initial consultation to every procedure after that Dr.Loizou was very thorough, caring and light handed. Appointments were made promptly and costing was clearly specified from the beginning. A very positive experience! Would highly recommend Dr.Loizou and his practice.



[image: Chloe Hynes]
Chloe Hynes00:15 03 Mar 21

It feels like I have a new pair of legs! Dr Lou was AMAZING before the laser procedure on both my legs - taking time to explain everything to me. Then he was incredible during the procedure - I'm terrified of needles, but he made me feel so calm and comfortable. Then post procedure he answered all my random questions quickly and kindly. Thank you thank you! Highly recommend



[image: Steven Roberts]
Steven Roberts02:39 16 Feb 21

Dr Louis was very upfront in regards to what was required and the out of pocket cost involved. I had two large veins taken care of and five months later you can’t even tell I had a problem. He was very professional and I am extremely happy with the results



[image: Ola O'Connor]
Ola O'Connor23:30 07 Feb 21

Amazing doctor. Explained everything regarding my problem in  great detail, took time to answer all my questions and was proactive with all the information.He was very clear and detailed about the cost and expected recovery process. He was great on the day of the procedure. I’d give him six stars if I could just for his fantastic patient approach and professionalism. Lady at the reception was great as well. Overall very good experience.
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C06:49 07 Jan 21

Dr Louis is warm, caring, gentle, highly professional and highly ethical. I wouldn't recommend anyone else. My vein treatment removal was comfortable, easy and painless & my leg looks amazing now. I felt comfortable, safe and a VIP at all times. Dr Louis is brilliant! I highly recommend Dr Louis at Vein Solutions to everyone needing any vein treatments.



[image: Katie Borczuch]
Katie Borczuch10:58 05 Aug 20

Dr Lou is truly a rare find in medicine these days. An expert in his field, he is thorough, highly competent, compassionate, patient and kind. He takes the time to thoroughly investigate your condition, provides a complete explanation and treatment plan and answers any questions you have. You don’t feel rushed seeing him unlike other specialists and you leave with confidence and faith in his plan to treat you. The quality of his care and practice is outstanding - he explains things as he is treating you and you are never left wondering or worrying about anything. I have never felt more at ease receiving medical treatment than I have seeing Dr Lou. He looks after you and he cares! He is available day and night to address any concerns you have during treatment which is hard to find these days. He doesn’t charge exorbitantly either which is refreshing. All treatments are performed in his rooms, saving loads in unnecessary hospital bills and inconvenience. I only wish I had found him sooner! Jan (receptionist) and Goran (ultrasound technician) are also lovely. He has a great team and I unreservedly recommend Dr Lou to anyone with vascular health issues.
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[image: Anna Cramer]
Anna Cramer22:22 07 Feb 24

Dr Lou is a true professional, with a warm and caring bedside manner and a dash of gentle humour.I had become very insecure about my legs and no longer wanted to wear shorts or swimmers. I was suffering with a varicose vein and lots of spiders veins after having my 3 children. I did my research and attended 4 other consultations with other specialists, but Dr Lou was by far the best in his field. Dr Lou listened to my concerns and went above and beyond to make sure I was happy, and to get the best results to alleviate any discomfort I was experiencing and achieve the best aesthetic outcome.I particularly felt at ease with Dr Lou after he outlined, in detail, the entire procedure from start to finish, including the healing process. There was complete transparency, with no hidden information or costs. And if I ever had any questions I could email him and he always promptly responded to me.I am so happy with the results and have so much more confidence now - I wish I had done it sooner! I live in QLD and Dr Lou will always be my vein specialist.



[image: Angela Rando]
Angela Rando11:38 24 Oct 23

Dr Lou was highly recommended by both family and friends and he did not disappoint. .He and his team are very professional and caring.He has done a fantastic job on my legs. My spider veins looked terrible, but thanks to Dr Lou they are gone.



[image: Amy Brown]
Amy Brown10:49 29 Dec 22

Dr Loizou is amazing, from first to last consult he was full of comforting information and is a true professional with his technique. Staff at Kew and Narre Warren clinics were all so lovely too. Highly recommend, so glad I found him, saved me from a hospital admission.  Thanks Lou!



[image: Sian Sillett]
Sian Sillett21:35 26 Nov 22

I was very impressed with Dr Lou and his team from my very first appointment to the last. He did a fantastic job removing my varicose veins. I am very happy with the outcome & feel so much more confident! Dr Lou kept me informed about each step & was very caring during the whole process. Highly recommended & would definitely go back to him.



[image: Tatum Prins]
Tatum Prins22:56 22 Nov 22

5 stars for Dr Lou! He is professional, extremely thorough, and very good at what he does. I am so pleased with how my treatment went and could not recommend him enough. A special mention for his great sense of humour and good looks.



[image: Rachel Davies]
Rachel Davies03:54 02 Nov 22

Dr Lou and the team did a fantastic job removing some of my varicose veins. His care was amazing and he kept me informed about each step; what would occur and what you may feel. I felt very comfortable through all 3 procedures and I am very happy with the results. Would definitely go back if needed and would highly reccomend to anyone! Thanks Dr Lou and team!



[image: Paul Patience]
Paul Patience05:40 26 Aug 22

Dr. Lou came highly recommended by my brother who had his varicose veins removed and was extremely happy with the out come. On my first consultation Dr. Lou explain the procedure thoroughly and answered all my questions. The procedures went extremely well and Dr. Lou talked me through the whole process which was reassuring. Dr. Lou always made himself available either via phone or email if i had any concerns or questions. I still have a few follow up appointments to go but am extremely happy with the outcome so far. I cannot recommend Dr. Lou's work highly enough.



[image: Julie Pittaway]
Julie Pittaway05:10 18 Aug 22

Since having my varicose veins removed at Vein Solutions by Dr.Lou, my legs look and feel so much better.  The pain in my ankle has gone and l no longer get cramps in my leg. Dr. Lou was professional and caring throughout my procedures while explaining to me what he was doing at each treatment session. l am very happy with the results and would not hesitate to recommend Dr. Lou and his team.



[image: Jo Tiggins]
Jo Tiggins08:56 28 Jul 22

Dr Lou is the best! He is an expert in his field and you couldn’t hope for better results. He explains everything, puts you at ease and is a lovely person too whose bedside manner as a doctor is an example to many.I am delighted with my vein surgery results, he corrected an incorrect procedure another surgeon did a few years ago. His attention to detail is second to none and his team are all lovely too. If you need help with your vein issues don’t look anywhere else. Thanks Doctor Lou.



[image: Lusiana Kho]
Lusiana Kho06:08 28 Jul 22

I've been having problem with varicose veins on my both legs for many years, back then I never think there's any solution to fix it. Until my husband handed me over a piece of paper (he cut an advertisement from newspaper) about Vein Solutions (Dr. Lou) but it took me a couple years of consideration. Finally I visited his clinic in Narre Warren at end of January this year.During my first initial consultation with Dr Lou, he gave me all the information that I needed, including his treatment plan and its cost (no hidden cost). He's very knowledgeable at his field and his professionalism doesn't let me think twice.I got my first and second treatment on 1st and 2nd March and yesterday (27th July) was my last session with him. I couldn't thank him enough for what he has done to my both legs, it's beyond my expectation that I finally can say good bye to my varicose veins.I'd like to encourage everyone out there, who has varicose veins problems and looking for treatment, to come and consult with Dr Lou at Vein Solutions without hesitation. Let him do his amazing job to remove your varicose veins like what he did to me.Once again my sincere thanks to Dr. Lou and his team (Anthony and Mary) for always making me comfortable during each session. You're all very friendly and genuinely care.



[image: Alison Olivo]
Alison Olivo12:47 17 Jul 22

Well after 15 years I’ve come back to Dr Lou for some more treatments on my legs. My legs are a difficult case but I knew he was the only professional I could trust to treat my veins, which have robbed me of my confidence over the last few years. Now as we near the end of the treatments and I can already see a huge improvement, I can honestly say he is and always will be the best at his profession… such a lovely friendly man that makes you feel so comfortable and explains everything he’s going to do while treating you. So glad he is still working in this profession and with Mary and Anthony they are a highly recommended team.



[image: Mary Quadflieg]
Mary Quadflieg22:36 24 Feb 22

To anyone who is struggling with transparent skin and the never ending spider veins and you're concerned about your general health in this matter, please don't hesitate to contact Vein Solutions! Dr Lou is a well known Specialist in his field for decades. I believe its imperative to have only the most qualified General Practitioners offering Medical advise and treatment. Dr Lou has been my Vein Specialist since 2014 and I'm truly grateful! Thank you Dr Lou.



[image: Dorothy Ciobanu]
Dorothy Ciobanu02:45 23 Aug 21

I cannot thank Dr. Lou enough for the amazing job he's done on my legs. The results are outstanding and I'm so grateful to him.From the initial consultation he explained everything in great detail reassuring me and covering all treatment required, results expected and cost involved.I had laser ablation/ phlebectomy and sclerotherapy done and throughout it all Dr. Lou proved excellent patient care, demonstrating vast knowledge and that he is a highly skilled professional. He was very compassionate  and put me at ease throughout all my procedures.The treatment itself was relatively pain-free, I walked out of the clinic in my stockings and was able to go about my daily activities. A couple of treatments and check-ups later my legs are looking fantastic and all my horrendous veins are finally gone!Dr. Lou is second to none and I highly recommend him!



[image: Jessica H]
Jessica H08:04 19 Aug 21

I got my varicose veins on both of my legs removed by Dr Louis. He is very professional and genuine Dr, who actually listens and cares about your concerns. He made me feel comfortable and the procedure painless. When you look at my legs you can not tell I even had varicose veins. I highly recommend getting you veins done by Dr Louis!



[image: Christine Stephens]
Christine Stephens07:26 21 Jul 21

I have had my last session with Dr Lou today.  the results exceed my expectations.  Dr Lou is brilliant at his craft.  from my first session, he completed a full assessment for treating my specific needs & cost involved.  Throughout each session he continued to explain what he was doing & that session cost.  there were no hidden surprises.his patient care is professional while making you feel very comfortable.  he is caring & genuine & happy to chat.  A score of 5 does not do his skills justice.   I would give 10 out of 5 if allowed. I cannot thank him enough for the confidence he has given me at my amazing results.From Mary, his receptionist, to Anthony who occasionally assists Dr Lou and Dr Lou himself, thankyou for your friendliness and patient care.  I cannot say enough in my recommendation of your practice. Christine Stephens



[image: Kasie Powell]
Kasie Powell06:01 21 Jul 21

I cannot thank Dr Lou enough! I knew from the very first appointment with him that I was in the very best of hands with Dr Lou. His professionalism, his knowledge, his very friendly manner and his extensive experience made me feel so confident that choosing him to look after something that had robbed me of my self confidence for so many years was definitely the right decision. My legs were a difficult case and one that i knew needed someone with the experience that Dr Lou could offer. I did my research on many different doctors and im so glad I choose him. Thank you Dr Lou, thank you for your  perseverance and persistence and thank you for assuring me that you could once again give me the confidence to no longer having to cover up my legs. You're an all round good human - and anyone looking for the very best in the business needs to look no further!



[image: Anthony Tucker]
Anthony Tucker01:53 07 Jul 21

My experience at Veins Solutions has been second to none. From the moment I underwent my initial consultation , to the subsequent series of treatments ,  Dr Lou and his team have been fantastic.Dr Lou’s vast knowledge and expertise can never be questioned. Furthermore he has an extremely pleasant “ table manner”  whilst making himself  readily available to answer questions and concerns.It goes without saying, the results I have achieved are beyond my expectations.



[image: Sally Geurts]
Sally Geurts00:43 10 Jun 21

I have been seeing Dr Lou and the team for years. After seeing other doctors previously for a long time I had never achieved the right results.Once I saw Dr Lou that all changed.His lovely kind jovial bedside manner and professionalism made the treatments simple and worry free. I cannot recommend this man enough!!A genius at his craft and has helped me tremendously!Thanks Dr Lou to you and your beautiful team. X
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Jane Edwards11:01 02 Jun 21

Dr Lou is oustanding. The results he has given me are Amazing. He treated me with such a great manner and still does. My legs look the best . I would recommend him to anyone.



[image: Kayla Lance]
Kayla Lance09:14 24 May 21

I was very shocked to develop varicose veins at the age of 26.  I believed they were genetic and there was nothing that I could do about them.  A couple of years later I met with Dr Louis and discovered how wrong I had been.  He explained to me what caused my varicose veins (and by that point, I had developed very prominent bruising down my right leg) and what appeared to be a fool proof and seamless treatment regime.  I began treatment immediately.  I could not be more pleased with how my legs look now after the treatment.  I have no varicose veins, spider veins or bruising.  The procedure was painless and over 3 treatments, I only needed a few hours off work.  Dr Louis made me feel at ease and I could not recommend him more highly.



[image: Melinda Mcinroy]
Melinda Mcinroy05:24 12 May 21

I've been attending Dr Lou practice for a very  long time. Dr Lou has done a fantastic job with my legs, no more pain or fluid retention. These days it's more low to medium works And I'm so happy with every result,  my legs keep  improving and getting much better. I'm so  much more confident.  Dr Lou is professional,  genuine, very  caring, and always willing to listen to individuals  needs, with the latest technology . All his staff are amazing  too.



[image: Lu Wu]
Lu Wu03:46 04 May 21

I have been visiting Vein Solutions for a few years now receiving treatment on veins in both legs. My veins are difficult to treat, but Dr Lou has worked wonders and I couldn't be happier with the results. Witty and charming, Dr Lou is an absolute treasure!



[image: Pickle Jess]
Pickle Jess06:15 14 Apr 21

I got my varicose veins on both of my legs removed by Dr Louis. He is very professional and genuine Dr, who actually listens and cares about your concerns. He made me feel comfortable and the procedure painless.  I highly recommend getting you veins done by Dr Louis!



[image: Sam Sawyer]
Sam Sawyer21:08 02 Mar 21

I would highly recommend Dr Louis to anyone that is looking at having vein removal. The whole process is very pleasant and comfortable. And it's true to the word of walk in walk out. I stand on my feet all day at work and have been fine. I'm very grateful to Dr Louis and the team at Vein Solutions.
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